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COVER FEATURE

ndia is the third-largest market in the Asia-Pacific region and suspension of scheduled international flights, commercial 
when it comes to number of business jets operational in the aviation is now greatly constrained. With non-scheduled 
country. A market survey suggested that by size, large size operations giving flexibility to plan travel at own comfort has I

business jets are the key category in India, accounting for 31 per certainly increased the number of private travellers in India.   
cent of the country's total fleet, followed by light jets (28 per In this edition of Aviation World, we are introducing the 2 latest 
cent) and medium-sized jets (22 per cent). upgrades in one of the most iconic turboprop aircraft from 
In the recent past, due to the restrictions of international travels Textron Aviation - the BEECHCRAFT KING AIR family. The King Air 
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The most popular business turboprop in the world just got even better. Textron Aviation's latest upgrades in 
the King Air family provide greater passenger comfort, reduced pilot workload and high-caliber performance 

even from short airfields. 
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turboprops holds around 70 per cent of the market 
share of business aircraft in India according to data 
from Jet Net Controller. Amidst the uncertainty of 
the pandemic and border restrictions remaining in 
flux, King Air twin-turbine turboprops provide 
attractive and viable options for business travelers. 
The aircraft's versatile and rugged reliability make 
them  attractive for a variety of missions in India and 
the region. This ranges from a VIP transport and 
regional commuter to mission-critical roles such as 
an air ambulance, airport calibration, flight 
inspection and aerial survey platform.
The King Air B200 series is particularly popular in 
India due to its ability to access short airfields in tier 
II and III cities where runway lengths are short. It 
requires runway length of less than 2,200 feet of 
runway to take off and land smoothly which most of 
the Indian customers are concerned about. Till date, 
more than 7,600 King Airs have been built amassing 
over 60 million flight hours worldwide, which 
reaffirms that these aircraft are engineered to meet 
the missions of today's Indian operators. 

The King Air 360 tubroprop has interior improvements which are 
 a result of customer input and following the feedback received 

In August 2020, Textron Aviation announced the latest upgrade from the numerous customer advisory boards. Driven by 
to the iconic aircraft with the 11-seat King Air 360 tubroprop. It modern automotive inspiration, the overall cabin impression is 
then followed up with the 9-seat King Air 260 tubroprop in one of the openess. Additionally, there is more leg room, higher 
December 2020. Passengers like it for the pressurized, air- table heights, thinner side ledges, lighted cup holders, USB 
conditioned cabin which seats 9 (or 11 for the larger King Air 360) power ports, optional Wi-Fi and other amenities which enhance 
occupants comfortably in plush club-style leather seats normally passenger comfort. Further, cabin's clean lines also include 
found in larger business aircraft. The newly customised seats are cabinets made of veneer and “pinhole” lighting on the lower side 
designed with pressure mapping to give passengers the panels.
enhanced comfort. 

Due to the digital pressure mapping technology now passengers 
on both the King Air 260 and 360 tubroprops have the privilege of 

 ADVANCED FROM THE INSIDE OUT
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having more comfortable seats. The cabins are also equipped helps pilots have better control and allows the aircraft to 
with acoustic technologies to create the quietest turboprop accelerate and climb on a single engine. It also protects the 
experience available in the industry.  The square-oval fuselage is engine by preventing over-torque and over-temperature 
retained to offer ample head and shoulder room throughout the exceedances. 
passenger cabin.
Besides the comfortable and quiet cabin, King Air has generous Integrated with Collins Aerospace Pro Line Fusion avionics suite 
carrying capacity to take 249 kg of baggage in the cabin. is the multi-scan weather radar which is regarded as one of the 
Passengers may easily retrieve personal items during the flight premier weather radar systems available in the market. 
via the fully accessible, heated and pressurized baggage area at 
the end of the cabin. The King Air 360 turboprop even has wing 
lockers that allow an additional 272 kg of baggage.
As both aircraft are derivatives of the  King Air B200 and B300 
series, they are rated using the supplemental type certificates of 
the existing aircraft. This makes it easy and seamless for existing 
King Air pilots to be trained to fly the newly upgraded aircraft 
models. 

The latest technology advancements to the cockpit brings 
greater ease of operation for pilots aligning a whole new era of 
flying for the King Air turboprop. Now, the pilots will benefit from 
new standard features such as the IS&S ThrustSense auto 
throttle system inside the cockpit. This technology transforms 
flying for pilots by enhancing the aircraft capabilities and 
providing greater ease of operation for pilots. It provides a full-
regime system that computes and controls the appropriate 
power levels throughout the entire flight including take-off, 
approach and go-around. The autothrottle system results in a 
reduction in pilot workload and contributes towards better 
operating efficiency and enhanced overall safety. For example, 
the autothrottle provides envelope protection that adjusts the 
power of the operating engine during engine-out scenarios. This 

COCKPIT TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT 

KING AIR 260 & KING AIR 360 TURBOPROP CABIN 
INTERIOR DETAILS
© Maximum occupants: 11 (King Air 360) / 9 (King Air 260)
© Cabin length: 5.94m (King Air 360) / 5.08m (King Air 260) 
© Internal baggage capacity: 249kg/1.57cu m, fully 

accessible in-flight
© The King Air 360 cabin’s clean lines also include cabinets 

made of veneer and pinhole lighting on the lower side 
panels

© Plush club-style leather seats designed with pressure 
mapping to enhance comfortable seating

© More leg room, higher table heights, thinner side ledges, 
lighted cup holders, USB power ports, optional Wi-Fi, 
private aft-lavatory and other amenities to enhance 
passenger comfort   

© Cabins are equipped with acoustic technologies to create 
the quietest turboprop experience

© The square-oval fuselage is retained to offer ample head 
and shoulder room throughout the passenger cabin

© The aircraft’s digital pressurization control automatically 
schedules cabin pressurization during both climb and 
descent

KING AIR 360 TURBOPROP OPERATING OUT OF SHORT AIRFIELDKING AIR 360 TURBOPROP OPERATING OUT OF SHORT AIRFIELD
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DIGITAL PRESSURIZATION CONTROL SYSTEM

PEACE OF MIND FOR HIGH NET WORTH 
INDIVIDUALS

EFFICIENT FLYING RANGE AND PAYLOAD 

GREEN AIRCRAFT

THE KING AIR LEGACY CONTINUES

 
Digital pressurization control is also a new standard 
feature in the King Air 260 and 360 turboprops which 
automatically schedules cabin pressurization, during 
both climb and descent. It also eliminates 
pressurization bumps and optimizes cabin altitude 
rate of change to ensure a comfortable flight for 
passengers. In fact, the King Air 360 also offers a 10 
per cent lower cabin altitude at the aircraft's service 
ceiling of 35,000 feet compared to the King Air 350i.

With the number of number of high net worth 
individuals (HNWIs) significantly increasing and the 
mental pressure to travel safely has always increased 
the numbers of private jet travelers. Unlike larger 
business jets known for their long intercontinental 
range, Textron Aviation's Beechcraft King Air 
turboprops are great choices offering best-in-class 
value for HNWIs seeking to enter private aircraft 
ownership for efficient travel within India and the region, while 

The King Air 360 turboprop has a range of 1,806nm which makes prioritizing their health.
a convenient flight convenient flight between Mumbai and the 
Maldives, Delhi and Doha or Bengaluru to Bangkok.  The King Air With concerns about catching pathogens and viruses from fellow 
260 has a range of 1,720nm, which makes it ideal to fly between passengers in a full aircraft cabin,  there has been much 
city pairs in India. The enhanced payload option in the King Air discourse about recycling air in some aircraft cabins and the 
260 turboprop allows customers to operate routes with higher usage of HEPA (high efficiency particulate air) filters. The cabin 
payloads. The time factor, cost and ticket prices of a multi-city air in the King Air 260 and 360 turboprops is not recirculated, 
itinerary with flying private with a maximum cruise speed of up alleviating concerns about recycling air in aircraft during the 
to 312 ktas may get a group of travelers to their destination in COVID-19 pandemic.The system used in both aircraft 
less time. continuously draws fresh air from the outside and is exchanged 

in the entire cabin in less than two minutes.

Both aircrafts are able to use "green" biofuels or Sustainable 
Alternative Fuel (SAF). This makes it easier for operators to 
incorporate environmentally sound resources into their travel 
plans. SAF can reduce CO2 emissions by up to 80 per cent over 
the fuel's life cycle and provides an active way for travelers to 
lower their carbon footprint.

Turning to private aviation and aircraft ownership allow travelers 
to experience end-benefits such as : 

© Higher level of health-related safety and security
©  Greater time savings 
©  Increased productivity
©  Multi-city visits in a day
© Access to an aircraft at any time of your need

The two upgraded aircraft models are poised to be a success in 
the region with its twin turbine engines, spacious and 
comfortable cabin and ability to operate in and out of short 
airfields. The newly-upgraded Beechcraft King Air 260 and 360 
turboprops will continue the legacy of the predecessors of being 
a cost-effective, versatile and capable platform for charter 
operators, private owners and governmental organisations for 
many years to come.
Take a virtual tour of the King Air 360 turboprop at: 
https://beechcraft.txtav.com/en/king-air-360
Images and Content Courtesy: Textron Aviation Inc.
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FLYING PRIVATE PROMISES MANY BENEFITS
IN A POST-PANDEMIC WORLD
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